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OLD IS THE WORD

We marvel at the equal opportunities for

patently over-teen actors in Grease.

AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH

How preventing a worker spending a penny

cost Barclays several thousand.

SHOCKING STUFF

Electrify your colleagues with our

tempestuous trivia.

And if you’re not now singing ‘TELL ME

MORE - TELL ME MORE!’ in your head,

what is wrong with you?

Apropos of nothing, INSIDER, on Yahoo! is

reminding us this week that it’s been 43

years (I know - not 40 or 50, it’s random!)

since some of us queued around the block

to watch Grease. Twice. Three times,

maybe.

Although many younger readers will

almost certainly have watched Grease on

DVD or online over the years, it’s hard to

convey the level of excitement - and

hairspray - which accompanied those

blockbuster queues back in that Summer

Lovin’ June of 1978.

Grease was as big a phenomenon in movie

musicals as Star Wars was in Sci-Fi the year

before. WHAT A TIME TO BE ten!!! The

boys were desperate to get flick-combs

and quiffs and the girls were desperate to

get spray-on satin jeans and massive

bubble perms. But when you were ten and

only got 25p a week, that was pretty

impossible.

For teenagers with paper rounds and Saturday jobs it was a bit more do-able, as was the

double picture album. Collectors item, these days.

But it’s quite entertaining, watching it back now, to note the real age of the actors portraying a

bunch of high school teens in the 1950s. John Travolta, as Danny Zuko, was 23, Olivia Newton-

John, as Sandy, was 29. Jeff Conaway, who played Kenickie, was 26, Michael Tucci, playing

Sonny, was 31 and Stockard Channing, as Rizzo, was 33!

While nobody would get away with casting an actor to play half their age today, you could

argue that Grease was ahead of its time when it comes to age discrimination.

Because who says I can’t BE a teenager in every way, if I want to?

So… I’m off to listen to The Cure and chew Juicy Fruit and you can’t stop me!

And speaking of not being stopped brings me to the uncomfortable case of Mr J Kane v

Barclays Bank UK plc 2021 in which the Employment Tribunal (ET) considered whether an

employer failed to make reasonable adjustments by not providing an employee with quick

access to a toilet.

Mr Kane worked for Barclays from 2012 until his resignation in November 2018. In 2016,

he was diagnosed with Crohn’s disease, and consequently took some time off work. An

Occupational Health report stated that:

Mr Kane’s condition likely qualified as a disability under the Equality Act 2010

and recommended “flexibility to attend any medical review/treatment

appointments”.

YO U R  W E E K LY  B U L L E T I N  O F  W I T  A N D  WO N D E R

A-WELLA, WELLA, WELLA - UGH!
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Mr Kane’s condition should be taken into account when evaluating his

performance and attendance.

Recommendations for adjustments should be taken on board, such as “micro-

breaks throughout the day and that toilet and washroom facilities should be near

at hand.”

Subsequent OH reports prepared after further periods of sickness leave made similar

recommendations.

In December 2017, Mr Kane transferred to the Bournemouth branch, and after a series of

absences a further OH report was prepared and suggested flexibility around absence

triggers, and that Mr Kane be allowed to work “on the middle floor which is closest to a

toilet… to alleviate concerns around using the bathroom at very short notice”.

In July 2018, Mr Kane moved again to the Westbourne branch. At this branch, the toilets

were located in a secure area, and Mr Kane was not always able to immediately access

them when he was working with customers outside the secure area. This was a source of

great anxiety to Mr Kane, as his Crohn’s disease meant he might need quick access to a

toilet. The ET found that on two occasions Mr Kane had to go to local businesses in order

to use the toilet.

In September 2018, Mr Kane’s line manager, Mr Clayton, felt that he was

underperforming and discussed implementing a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP).

While his condition may have affected his concentration, Mr Kane asserted that his

disability did not affect the quality of his work. He went off sick in September and did not

return before his resignation in November 2018. Among the reasons for resignation

mentioned in his letter, Mr Kane included the incidences at the Westbourne branch where

he could not quickly access a toilet.

The bank argued that Mr Kane did not face a substantial disadvantage compared to his

non-disabled coworkers because “the disadvantage suffered by somebody who

desperately needs a toilet but cannot gain immediate access would affect anyone”. The ET

rejected this argument, reasoning that as a result of his condition Mr Kane may experience

bowel pain and spasms and would frequently have an urgent need for the toilet. He also

had the constant anxiety of an accident. On two occasions he had to go to a local business

to use the toilet, whereas a non-disabled employee would likely have been able to wait

until the toilet was available again.

Mr Kane suggested adjustments that could have been made, including working

arrangements similar to those he had at the Bournemouth branch. The company was

unable to show why such adjustments would not have been reasonable. Therefore, the ET

found the company did fail to make reasonable adjustments in respect of the physical

features of the branch.

Mr Kane’s other claims of disability discrimination failed. 

Mr Kane was awarded £8,000 for injury to feelings and a further £1,692.05 in interest.

This case serves as a reminder to employers of the importance of making all possible

reasonable adjustments for employees who are disabled. This includes a duty to make

reasonable adjustments to the physical features of the workplace, in addition to

adjustments to policies and procedures. 

As I write this the clouds are rolling in and

thunderstorms are predicted across the

next 24 hours.  

As you read this you might be in the thick of a storm.

And if so, you might like to impress your colleagues with your grasp of thunderstorm trivia. No

need to research it. I did that for you. So here are five fabulous facts about thunder and

lightning for you to share…

Lightning travels at a speed of 270,000mph.

There are more than 3,000,000 flashes of lightning around the planet every day.

A lightning bolt is about the width of your thumb… and, on average, two to three

miles long.

Bell-ringing was said to ward off thunderstorms in France, back in the 18th century. It

didn’t, as 103 dead bell ringers were later unable to testify. The custom was

eventually banned.

You can pick up solid lightning. Known as fulgurites, glass impressions are formed in

sand or sandy soil when lightning travels into the ground. They’re beautiful and

worth a fortune!

Have you got a thunderstorm experience or fact to share?  Please tell us over on

the Facebook page.

STRIKING FACTS
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Peace of Mind

“A true class act; every company should have them on their speed dial!”

Are you looking for us on Facebook?

If you haven't liked us already, follow the link below...

... And after liking us on Facebook, why not follow us on Twitter?

Do you want to save your business time and money, and reduce

stress?

Contact us today on

023 8071 7717 or email peaceofmind@warnergoodman.co.uk to find out how Peace of Mind can help you.
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